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In 'State Address

Colloquia
Stimulates
Discussion

Pratt Categorizes Senate
BY JULIA WILLIAMS
News Editor
"My friends, we are being
stepped on," James Pratt,
Student Association President,
said in bis State of the
Association Address Tuesday
night at the Student Senate
meeting.
However, Pratt changed
direction to look at the future
with four proposals to the
Senate for consideration "in
hope that in turn, we might
submit both items to the
Administration as suggestions
for new University policy."
First of all, I propose that
as soon as possible all
meetings of the Board of
Regents be televised over
dosed circuit TV here on
campus so that we might
know a little more about the
workings of the Board and
why their decisions are made.
Secondly, I propose that a
new legislative body be
formed on campus composed
of an equal number of
students and faculty members.
Ideally, all resolutions passed
by both the Faculty and
Student Senates would be
submitted to this University
Senate and from there to the
Administration.
The purpose of such a
body would be to unite both
faculty and student opinion in
one unit instead of each
operating in its own isolated,
sphere. Obviously, that sort of
arrangement needs to be
, started as soon as
the events of the past few

week are any indication,
(Amendment: The students
and faculty for the University
Senate will be elected by the
Senates.)
Thirdly, I'd like the Senate,
to approve the formulation of
a new committee whose sole
Junction will be to follow up
the work being done by our
other committees.
The committee system
assures that each problem will
be thoroughly examined and
evaluated but it also is
painfully slow. A follow-up
committee to prod the other
committees into action could
be a valuable asset to the
Senate.
(Amendment: This
committee will be chaired by
the Vice-president of the
Student Association and other
members will be Student
Senate members.)
Finally I submit to the
Senate that another new
committee be formed to
review student evaluation of
faculty members. This
committee would formulate
proposals from their
information and submit them
to the Senate within two
months.
These four proposals, I
believe, to be in the best
interest of the student body.
Year Is Stalemate
Pratt recalled the year's
events, and called the year a
jmate. The first order of
for the new senate
was a letter from President

On Students, Too
'.<

HI
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Taxes Assessed
Eastern students who own
property in Madison County
which is within the Richmond
city limits are forced to pay a
city and county tax.
According to Mrs. Beverly
Langford, head of the
Revenue Department, "All
students who own real or
tangible property must pay
this tax."
Mrs. Langford stated that*
most of the assessments are
made to students owning
automobiles registered in
Madison County, but students
who own their own land or
trailers also pay the tax.
Students with automobiles
registered in their home
counties are not assessed and
students do not have to
register their can hoe.

Representatives from
Frankfort make a survey of
trailers in the area and relay
their findings to the county
tax assessor, who, in turn,
provides the information for
Mrs. Langford's office.
Students have not been
made to pay this tax before
now because of lack of
enforcement of an old law.
However, with the switch to
computer methods of tax
assessments, this information
was made available to the
computer company that was
contracted.
The number of students
who must pay this tax was not
available, but it includes those
who live in trailers in
Brockton and other trailer
spaces in the area.

Martin assuring them that the
Armed Forces recruiters
would now be required to use
the faculties of the. Jones
Building for their display*
instead of cluttering up the
Student Union Building as in
the past
Pratt said, "Cludk one up
for the students." This was
ground covered in their favor.
"It was the first step of the
year toward progress,
admittedly a small one;
nevertheless a step in the right
direction...
However, he also recalled
that at the next Senate
meeting, as the Senators
proceeded to act upon the
changes in the new
Association Constitution, a
quorum was called and there
was a failure to meet it
Pratt said, "This is the kind
of year it has been - a little
progress and a general failure
to meet a quorum."
Pratt Divides Year
Pratt divided the events of
the year into three
categories-positive, negative,
and neutral. By categorizing
and cataloging the major and
minor issues of the year
according to a student
viewpoint, the state of the
association can be
summarized.
The "pleasantries", those
things from the year
considered to be progressive
moves for the student, were
viewed first, Pratt hstad the

military recruiter! no longer
being able to "haunt" the
Student Union Building grill,
and the extension of grill
hours until 11 p.m. every
Monday through Thursday.
However, Pratt said,
"considering the quality of
the grill's merchandise perhaps
I am being a bit starry-eyed in
calling that a positive note."
He continued to list the

Moves Positive

"Operation Snowfall" was
listed as the next positive
move by the students, which
was to "lend us assurance that j
campus streets and our
sidewalks shall be safe and •
cleared in an onslaught of I
inclement weather."
Pratt continued, "our j
conclusion from the events of ;•
last week might be that
"Operation Snowfall" referred
to an act of our old friend,
Mother Nature, rather than a
maintenance detail..."
Also on Pratt's list
progressive moves were new
traffic lights, the signing and
sending of scores of petition*
to Hanoi expressing EastemY
concern for American
prisoners of war in Vietnam!,
letters to the appropriate
officials urging reform of the
national Electoral College, the
.John Brown's Body, a Civil War
season, but Eastern's players hope to convey
hiring of more black teachers
drama,
will
open
February
18.
Shown
here
is
their own thoughts to the audience as well as
in the Madison County School
Robert Gray, who portrays the character of
portraying theii characters. The play will
System, and lending support
include a new score and several original
to voluntary campus residence j John Brown. John Brown's Body was an
award winning Broadway play in the 1952-3 ■
songs. (See stbry,Tage 31)
in the Louiaians Tech case.
*i
As Pratt finished this list he
said, "it is not a Very
satisfying record, is it?"
There were several areas of
actions listed under Pratt's
category of neutral. These
were the Phyllis Hetrick case,
the decision by the Senate to
conduct weekly meetings
BY ROBERT BABBAGE, JR. head resident said to, "leave
have problems with their
instead of semi-weekly ones,
Academics Editor
heat on low".
heaters and some don't."
Continued on page 8
Jim Dingus, a junior living
In McGregor the problem is
In the wake of cancellation
in Commonwealth Hall,
the same, according to Lisa
of Eastern classes due to the
complained of the dry air in
Jones, "You can't leave it on
main campus heating system,
his dorm room caused by the
for
more than 15 minutes st a
an investigation by
The
heater
which
he
describes
as
time
or it becomes too hot.
Progress, has revealed some
"pretty
good".
I'm
almost
sure that the filters
startling facts regarding the
"I never had sinus trouble
have
never
been
cleanea," she
individual dormitory heating
until
I
came
here,
but
I
added.
"Everybody
here
units, and the problems that
definitely have trouble now,"
complains about it."
Most of the transportation students encounter.
Even better known for
to the tutoring sites-St. Paul's
A widespread complaint is he added. "I'm able to keep
their "problems" are Case and
A.M.E. Church, Robinson that of the heaters in the the heat on most of the time,
Clay Halls.
Terrace Community Room dorms being tod powerful-a unless the school turns it off."
Dingus
said
that
Susan Hay hurst, in Case,
and Race Street Community far cry from the overall
Commonwealth
residents
have
said
that the condition in her
Center-however, is provided problems which caused
had
their
heat
shut
off
more
dorm
varies from room to
by the tutors themselves. temperatures to drop to 60
than
once
during
this
winter.
room.
"In
my room we have
There are usually two or three degrees in some dorms on
too
much
heat, while across
Feb.
10-11,
according
to
cars going to each site.
KeeneHeat Satisfactory
the hall their heat is
President Robert Martin.
Tutors Must Have T
completely off sometimes. We
Dormitory residents all
The newer men's dorm,
all have a terrible problem
over campus complain of too Keene, doesn't quite have the
At each tutoring site there much dust in their rooms, and same problem. Ron Baldwin, a
with dust. It's sort of a blue
is. a lead tutor, an Eastern related problems. An effort by senior resident assistant there,
dust that comes up out of the
student with past tutoring the Progress to obtain says his heater is "great." "We
heating unit."
experience who will coodinate information on the heating have thermostats, but not
Continued on page 8
tutorial facilities. School system proved futile, when no everyone has a- knob for
' children may gain a tutor in one was available in the them," Baldwin said. "We are
one of several ways: they may building and grounds office to able to control the heat in our
be suggested by the teachers* comment.
rooms.
of the local city school
"Now as for dust, that's
Progress does Study
system; requests may be made
terrible. I doubt if the filters
by the child or his parents, or
The Progress did pursue the are ever changed, and there's
they may be referred by social
no humidity in the air."
matter by going directly to
or community workers.
A resident of Telford Hall,
In order to meet a March
To qualify as a tutor for the students and finding out Nancy Gretzinger, says that
22
deadline for their final
GROWTH, a student must their respective situations.
she
is
"satisfied"
with
the
report,
the ad hoc committee
Kirk Kandle, sophomore
have a 2.0 overall academic
heaters in her dorm. Both
studying
ROTC has
standing. According to a resident of Dupree, felt that Telford and Keene were first
subdivided
itself
to facilitate
GROWTH pamphlet the tutor the room heaters had occupied in 1969.
research.
approximately
four
times
the
should understand that his job
Miss Gretzinger told the
Committeee chairman, Dr.
is "to teach one individual and power needed.
Progress that at times the heat
John
D. Rowlette, Vice
"It's not unusual," he said, "goes off all over the dorm,"
enable him to reach higher
President
for Research and
"to find people sleeping with
goals."
but she added that girls there
Development,
feels that his
At the beginning of each their windows open all the are able to control their room
committee
members
are well
semester there is an way and their heater on heat by individ ual
qualified,
and
further
feels
orientation for the new tutors. 'low'." «>He complains that thermostats.
that
the
deadline
will
be
met.
Later there is a training there is no humidity in his
"I
am
certain
we
have
a
lot
room
and
feels
that
his
sinus
session in which the new
Dust is Heavy
of
good
people
on
the
tutors are helped with any condition has worsened.
committee, both students and
In the older women's
Kandle is in -the process of
specific needs or questions.
faculty. All our efforts must
Students join GROWTH for going through the university dorms the situation compares
be
focused on meeting the
to
that
in
the
older,
men's
various reasons-some just in insurance company to claim
deadline."
The report of the
dorms.
In
Keith
Hall,
senior
order "to have something to some $230 he allegedly lost in
committee
will be forwarded
Linda
Fetzer
said
in
regards
to
do." Eventually, however, record albums over Christmas
to
the
Board
of Regents
her
heater,
"ours
doesn't
vacation. He says that his
they see purpose in it.
through
President
Martin.
work'
"
She
reported
that
albums
were
severely
warped
GROWTH is administered
"We have formed
by an Executive Board with by the heat, and feels that the "maintenance had tried to fix
sub-committees
in order to do
it,
but
had
had
no
success."
one representative each from school is responsible, since a
research
in
big
areas
where we
"The
dust?-ifs
great,
and
the tutors, the city school pre-vacation memo from the
need information," Rowlette
we've
got
gobs
of
it.
I've
got
system, Eastern's faculty,
asthma and that goes real said. One of five committees
consultant, and from the local
great
with the dust here. If will study "changes at
community.
you try to turn the heat off, it institutions like Eastern." It is
According
to
Bob
Tarvin,
At the end of the year the
new ID'S have arrived for new often times won't go off, so chaired by Mr. Leslie Leach,
Executive Board and the lead
you burn up. When it's off, Director of Traffic Safety,
tutors evaluate the past year's Eastern students and also for. you freeze. It varies while the co-chairman is
those who have lost theirs and
work to establish guidelines
throughout the dorm; some Charles Abncr, a student
have ordered new ones.
for the following year.

Students Aren't Too Hot
To Talk About The Heat

GROWTH Helps
Tutoring Students
BY PAULA MANZ
Staff Reporter
"One of the most
rewarding experiences," is one
Eastern student'* description,
of her tutoring with the
GROWTH program on
campus.
GROWTH (Greater
Richmond Opportunity for
Wider Tutorial Help) was
started in the spring of 1968
** an organization of several
■mall tutorial groups under
the direction of Marty
Wilson-former minister at the
Methodist Student Center.
It is a voluntary association
of educational professionals
and college students who
commit themselves to a
program of educational
tutoring for local city school
children, grades one through
six.
Although the program is
not officially recognized by
the University, it has gained
the support of Dr. Leonard
Woolum. Instead of having the
students in his education class
merely observe at Model, he is
having the participate in the
GROWTH program.
Dr. Woolum thinks that the
new idea will work out well.
He said, 'The students seem
quite excited about it."

Enrollment is Heavy
GROWTH has quite a few
participants-appro ximately
100 tutors and 130 children
from Mayfield Richmond
Elementary, and BeUevue
Schools. They try to keep the
ratio of tutor to student on a
basis of one to one.
Staff Photo by Larry Baltey
The five tutoring sessions a
week are basically funded
from the sale of student
Working hard for his money, Andy Anderson of Danville, discount cards and by the
uses a metal detector to pick up coins that have been lost. United Campus Ministry. The
Above, using the detector in the ravine on Monday, he found a Office of Economic
1907 quarter. According to Anderson, it is easier to find coins Opportunity also aids in the
that have been lost recently than those which have been lost way of transportation and
other contributions.
for some time as the older coins are deeper in the ground.

Coin Collecting

progressive moves as the
abolishment of the archaic
Student Union dress cod*
early last year. Pratt called
this "a point definitely in our
favor." Pratt continued to
speak about this point, "It
seems, if you remember, that
in actuality, there was no
written code, never had been,
and that we were only being
duped into believing that
there were restrictions on our
apparel in our Student
Union."

"This Student Council
effort has been perhaps its
most meaningful contribution
to the campus this year.
Future student governments
would do well to continue the
program..." So read an
editorial in The Progress last
year. This was stated in
reference to Colloquia,
Eastern's free university
concept.
Colloquia was instituted on
Eastern's campus in the spring
semester of 1970 by the
.Student Council. Its purpose
is to stimulate informal group
discussion in the absence of
grades, tests, credits, or
requirements.
Collpquia adds a new
dimension to the traditional
university structure. Any
topic can be discussed and it
may be approached in any
manner decided by the
participants.
Discussion Has Freedom
The Council hopes that the
atmosphere created by having
no grades, tests, credits, or
requirements will result in
greater freedom of.
discussion-making discussion
more worthwhile and
personal
Last spring the participants
in the program discussed such
topics as environmental
awareness, American Asian
committment, black and
white crisis, modern music,
religion and the new morality,
and drug use in America.
The response wet quit*
fctfHtWi. Mi the Council
decided to hold the program
again this spring.
Individuals interested in
the same ideas, areas, or topics
will gather into study
groups-thought clusters-for
discussion. Each cluster may
select someone to lead
discussion, or it may work
without a leader in any
manner it wishes.
President Appoints Cluster
A steering cluster is
appointed by the President of
the Student Association and
approved by the Student
Senate. The purpose of this
duster is to aid in the
formation of thought clusters
and advertise topics offered
by Colloquia.
The members of this year's
steering cluster are: Jim Blair,
Jacque Brown, Susan Garland,
Ike Norris, Bill Ramey, Steve
Stanley, and Barbara
Stutzkee.
At the first meeting of the
thought clusters, each decides
how often it will meet and
where. The steering cluster is
Continued on page 8

ROTC Committee
Faces Deadline

ID's Arrive

member.
Dr. Alfred Patrick,
chairman of the business
education and office
administration department,
will head a committee which
will "look at changes being
contemplated by the national
ROTC people." The
co-chairman will be student
member Steve Stanley.
All five committees are to
be chaired by faculty
members of the study
committee, while student
members will be co-chairmen. •
Definite titles for the
sub-committees have not been
chosen. They have been ■
assigned general labels, and
Dr. Rowlette said that each
would have several questions'1
to answer in relation to the
ROTC program.
"The attitudes of freshmen
males toward ROTC will be
ascertained by a separate
committee. "We have the
results of the survey done by
the student association
people, but our study will
concentrate on the opinions
Continued on page 8
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Entertainment Is Evidence

Limited Budget Must Be Expanded
The University Center Board has
recently been the target of some sharp
criticism as students have begun to
question the entertainment which is
provided.
The 18-member board meets weekly and
its members seem to agree that the board's
main fault lies in not telling the students
how their $2 activity fee is used, and not
explaining that the money that is available
is divided among pop concerts, the fine
arts, and lecturers.
The members see the board's biggest
obstacle as being the money problem, that
is, the money shortage. (The $2 fee
collected from each full-time
undergraduate student amounted to
$15,766 last semester and ticket sales
totaled $6879, giving a grand total of
$26,300.87 to work with.)
So it seems that since there is a limited
amount of money, then the only solution is
obviously to get more money.
Other schools, such as Western and

Morehead, collect $5 each semester for
entertainment That is $10 per year, per
student, two and a half times the amount
collected here at Eastern-and their caliber
of entertainment evidences the difference.
However, it was just two years ago that
a student referendum created this $2 fee
and students now feel that they are getting
a raw deal. So it seems unlikely that they
would support any increase in this fee.
It seems evident that the Board needs to
make a greater effort to publicize the
events that they schedule. They might try
drawing on the smaller college communities
nearby (Berea, Centre, or Asbury) who
have even less than Eastern in the way of
entertainment. That Eastern could compete
with the University of Kentucky in
booking high caliber groups is a bit
ridiculous. But many tickets could be sold
to local teenagers.
Students should not gripe about paying

.

$2, $3, or $4 at the door if this would
bring a high-price group here, but they
probably would.
There is also the question of how the
Board's budget will be utilized-how it will
be broken down into various facets. Do the
students of this university want all of the
available funds to be used to acquire one or
two 'big-name' concerts or lecturers? Or do
they want a bigger variety of smaller
entertainment more often?
The Board members have already
discussed tentative allocation of funds for
next year. With the current $2 fee, they
have budgeted $19,500 for pop concerts,
$6000 for fine arts, and $4200 for
lecturers. This total of $29,700 does not
take into account whatever amount may
come in through ticket sales.
The Center Board's program for this
spring semester has already been planned.
Next Wednesday night, February 24, the

&Kf MACK, WHADAYA WANT ME TO
oo WITH THIS MONTH'S ENTERTAINMENT?

Continued on page 3

Senate Speech Makes An Evaluation But.
James Pratt delivered a well written
speech to the Student Senate on the State
of the Association although some of the
content was of a dubious nature. Several
matters come to attention. The case of
Phyllis Hetrick was listed as a "neutral area
of action"-the implication being that the

applied to teach in the Madison School
System? Nobody seemed to know, but that
didn't matter because the deliberation was
over,

Its Ineffectiveness Comes From Within

responsible for making the decision will be
critized for equating a financial value to a
human life by the construction proponents.
The feasibility of the project for the most
part would be ignored. And that is why the
project has been studied so long and will
probably continue to be studied for quite
some time despite reported indications that
the Highway Department finds the area
hazardous.

At the top of Pratt's list of negative
events of the past year is the Senate's
unsuccessful attempt to have a pedestrian
Student Association has not been able to bridge constructed over the Eastern By-Pass
work on the case as it is pending in court. to accommodate students in Keene Hall.
Of course, that really doesn't make much
During the past year the Senate has
sense, but how else could Phyllis Hetrick be
It appears as if the State of the
dragged, imaginatively or otherwise, into picked up the habit of periodically sending Association is weighed with accounts of
a letter to either President Martin or the reckless i excursions n during < the first .
the State of the Association.
Commissioner of Highways requesting
construction of a pedestrian bridge o4tr the
semester. The redeeming value of Pratt's
The fact of the matter is that Phyllis By-pass.
address lies in its proposals to televise
Hetrick has only business with the
When one realizes that the bridge would Board of Regent meetings on closed circuit
University, no mater how many times the
Student Association chooses to drop her be built for the benefit of young men
name. The Association is but a spectator of rather than old women and across a and the establishment of a joint
highway that has sporadic traffic ratther
her affair.
than congestion, the feasibility of such a faculty/student council. The Association
Another section of the address points project comes to question. And then, one's needs to carefully examine the possibility
out how Pratt's veto over Senate action to thoughts begin to critically examine the of both ideas.
eliminate class elections solved the issue.
confusion of class elections. Now, the class
A young man doesn't cross a street or
MtFtims WE
elections weren't in a state of confusion begin to cross a street unless he thinks he
until the Student Senate passed an can make it safely to the far side. On
occasions, heavy traffic may' deter his'
ambiguous motion that appeared to stretch crossing for thirty seconds or so before he
beyond the Senate's realm of authority. takes a quick dart aacross the street, but
What is so creditable about mentioning even then the person in question has every
activity (even though it might be intent on safely making it to the other side
considered "neutral area of action") that of the road.
creates problems and then goes on to solve
So the preceived option confronting a
the created problems?
person about to cross a road, like the
By-pass, where there is a pedestrian bridge
Under the positive areas of action there is: a) To walk safely across the road, or b)
is referral to a letter sent to the Madison climb some steps and walk along a windy
County School System suggesting the bridge to the opposite side. The point is
hiring of more Black teachers. This motion such a bridge over the By-pass would
passed during a Senate meeting last receive only a minimum amount of use,
unless it was constructed in such a way that
semester about two minutes after the crossing the By-pass will no doubt be hit
proposal had been read for the first time. whether a pedestrian bridge is built or not.
And then remember how after the measure If the bridge is not built the public official
V
was passed an inquisitive student senator its use would cause no inconvenience to the
wanted to know how many Blacks had pedestrians.. Some dav an individual

Many times it has been said of the
Senate 'it's ineffective.'
A close look at what went on there this
week (as in the other weeks that have past)
might give some clue as to why this body is
sometimes 'brushed aside' and regarded
with little respect.
President Pratt delivered his State of the
Association address last Tuesday and
concluded himself that the present state of
the association definitely left something to
be desired and held a not "very satisfying
record."
His "positive" category o f the events !©f
ttaqtear listed ^^^ampdi6hmefl*s>\the
"neutrals" were really major issues; and the
"negatives" provided perhaps the only real
issues that have, come about. (See story on
Pratt's address, page 1).
In this list of negatives comes the one
proposal that President Pratt has made to
his senate this year, that is, the proposed
Campus Beaut ificat ion Board which was
flatly refused by the Board of Regents.

»?

However, the President did come
through Tuesday evening with a barrage of
ideas in the form of four proposals, all at
once.
Now, these four, and especially the first
two, (televised meetings of the Board of
Regents and the formation of a University >
Senate), are definitely very good ones. But,
can those 42 senators who voted on and
passed these four -on the very same night
that they were proposed-actually say that
their '"endorsement" means anything?
On matters with the potential of these,
how can a body thai size deliberate and act

on
^^f^^l^^fmP^^
or three competent people had been

appointed to look into the pros and cons of ,,
the proposals, present these to the Senate
next week, for discussion and a vote, then '
this body could more effectively act and
perhaps their action would carry more
weight and mean a great deal more. Right
now, my friends, you are stepping on
yourselves.

f

Heed The Warning

Crime Doesn't Pay In Richmond
The well-worn cliche, "Crime doesn't
pay," has never been more true in the
Richmond area. If you don't believe that,
just ask someone who has recently been
convicted of shoplifting here.
To the unknowing citizen, shoplifting is
considered a misdemeanor and thus,
punishable by a fine of not more than
$500, or 6 months in jail, or some
combination of the two. This applies to
students also.
Within the past two weeks, two Eastern
students were fined $100 apiece and given
10-day jail sentences for shoplifting articles
that were worth only pennies. It was the
first offense for each.
v

Feiffer
Tr£ WAV VW T&rXT

V

According to Richmond Police Chief
Wayne Howard the consequences are going
to be more severe and Judge Paul E. Fagan
is going to increase the punishment for
those convicted irjLCOurt.
The Richmond merchants are cracking
down on shoplifters and in almost all cases
they intend to press charges. Some stores
have gone as far as to hire security guards i
to insure the safety of their merchandise
during rush hours. Small-scale theft is no
longer an easy business-it is risky business.
Richmond officials have warned us of this
crackdown and a general tightening-up of
the law enforcement of the city. Let's be
wise enough to heed their warning.
'
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In The University Theatre

WEKU - FM Airs
Shows From Britain

Broadway Hit Premieres Tonight
Broadway's 1952-53 season presented a
bright array of musicals, comedies, and
dramas, but brightness of the theatrical
choices was a human and compelling
dramatization of Stephen Vincent Benet's
epic of the Civil War, John Brown's Body,
in which Tyrone Power gave an award
winning performance.
The story begins with John Brown's
attack on Harper's Ferry and goes on
through the War between the States, telling
its story from the points of view of Jack
Ellyat, a young Northern soldier, and Clay
Wingate, an aristocratic Southern officer.
The families and backgrounds of both
men are woven into the action of the play,
as are their romances with a farm girl and a
tempestuous Confederate belle.
With such history as entertainment, the
Eastern Kentucky University Players have
expanded the original work and it
premieres tonight in the University Theatre
at 8. Asa tribute to the 40th anniversary of
Benet's Pulitzer Prize awarded for the
work, Nanette Fritz, Player's President,
—————________^____

Forum -Teach-in
To Be Held
In Combs Tonight
Self-regu alted hours is a
much-talked-about issue these days. In an
effort to find out the opinion of those
people who are interested in this policy, an
open forum on girls' hours-a teach-in-is
being held tonight in the Ferrelll Room,
Combs Classroom Building, from 7 to 9.
If you are in favor of changing the
present policy, if you are against it, or if
you don't really care but would like to
know what others think about it, then go
to the forum and find out what is going on.

Symphonic Band
Winter Concert
Promises

states that the students have connected a
new dramatic version "to be acted, rather
than read."
Seven actors and actresses appear as the
epic's characters and six narrator-musicians
weave the story together. Especially for the
production, music directors, Christine
Bosler and Claudia Peyton, have written a
new score and several original songs,
"Riversmoke" the love theme of the
Northern soldier, Jack Ellyat, and his
sweetheart, Melora, and "Autumn Waltz,"
the turbulent music which symbolizes the
tepestuous romance of Southern officer
Clay Wingate and his fiance, Sally Dupree
Also, period songs have been woven into
the score to authentically recapture the
music of the War between the States. The
songs are sung and played by the Narrators
as part of the production.
Steven Stanley, Mary Davy, Merle
Middleton, Eloise Garner, Daniel Browning,
and Claudia Peyton have undergone
extensive perparation for their roles as
Narrators of the action. Among them they
play violin, recorder, guitar, dulcimer, and
harmonica, as well as singing, dancing, and
acting in the production.
As the Georgians who fight for their
home against Sherman's raiders, Jerry
Parks, Toni Trimble, Don Meade, and Teri
Takacs have acquired appropriate accents.
Roger Haggard and Michael Woods have
undergone athletic training for the
physically demanding roles of the young
soldiers.
Vicki Wolfe, Penelope Hasekoester, and
Frederick DeJaco have undertaken the
extensive historical research necessary to
portray ardent abolitionists and Robert
Gray, in the title rote of John Brown, is
submitting to physical appearance
necessary by changing hair color and
growing appropriate beard.
The characterization is exceptionally
difficult in John Brown's Body' because
many of the cnaracters (Brown, Lee and
Lincoln) are actual personages and the
characters are often displaying their
thoughts to the audience as well as
speaking directly.
In spite of the difficulty, the Players
believe that the play's theme-the need for
brotherhood and pride in a united
nation-is especially important to
Americans at this time.
>i
John Brown's Body

The Eastern Symphonic Band, directed
by Robert W. Hartwell, will present its
winter concert Tuesday night at 8 p.m. in
Hiram Brock Auditorium.
Programmed will be works by Rossini,
Donezetti, Raleign, Vaughn-Williams,
Clifton Williams and Gordon Jacob with a
variety of styles and types of compositions
to provide a diverse interest.
Among the works representing early
wind band music will be the "Two
Marchers for the Sultan Abdul Medjid,"
and the "Toccata Marziale." Two works
recently completed for the wind band
include "Maledictions" by Stuart Raleigh
and "Concerto for Band" by the English
composer Gordon Jacob. On the lighter
side will be the frolicking "Irish
Washerwoman" from the "Irish Suite" by
Leroy Anderson.
The Symphonic Band is a select group
of 65 wind and percussion instrumentals
chosen from some 120 musicians, mostly
music majors, participating in the band
program at Eastern.
Hartwell, in his first year as a conductor,
is completing his fourth year at Eastern
Kentucky University. In addition to the
band, he is director for the Stephen Collins
Foster Music Camp and assistant to the
chairman of the Department of Music.

wlBtcbCTstaged

tonight, February iy, 20, 24, 25, 26, and
27. Tickets are on sale in the Student
Union Building from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m.-students: $1, others $1.25, children:
75 cents.

Staff Photo by Marianne ROM

African Art
Nandi Earrings and wood carvings are just a few
examples of what can be seen on display through
March 12 at the J.T. Dorris Museum, located on

the fourth floor of the library. The exhibit above
shows the type of art work created in East Africa.

'Tailor' And 'Boyfriend' Tryouts Slated
.'

Tryouts for Tbe Brave Little Tailor to
be produced by the Children's Theatre and
The Boy Friend
to be produced by the
Eastern Kentucky University Theatre will
be held on campus for all interested
students.
Tryouts for Tbe Brave Little Tailor
are to be held in the Grise Room , Combs
Classroom Building on Wednesday, 4-5
p.m. and 7:30-9 p.m. and on Thursday
from 4-6 p.m. The production will be
staged in the Model Laboratory auditorium
at 10 a.m. and 1 p.m. March 29-April 2.
The play will be directed by Dr. and
Mrs. Richard L. Benson. It is especially
designed for children 4n the first through
sixth grades.
Tbe Boy Friend+ slated lor April
15,16,17,21,22,23,34, will be auditioning
for singers, dancers, actors, and musicians.

Readings will be held in the EKU Theatre
from 4-6 p.m. on MarcfcJ and 3, and song
and dance auditions in the campus dance
studio (Weaver Health Building) on March
1 and 3 from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.
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Every Friday evening at 8 and then
again on Sundays at 9, WEKU-FM features
the BBC Music Showcase. Produced by
John Morris and narrated by Antony
Hopkins, the Showcase is a series of
programs that are the "cream of the crop"
of programs produced in England.
The BBC Music Showcase features such
outstanding groups as the BBC Symphonv.
London Symphony, the English Chamber
Orchestra, and the New Philharmonic
Orchestra with many great names in music
directing. These include Leopold,
Stokosky, Collin Davis, Benjamin Brittin;
and others. The list of soloists goes on and
on, with such outstanding artists as Julian.
Bream, Rudlof Serkin, Sviatoslave Richter,
and many, many others. Many world,
premiers are performed and continue to be
performed throughout the series.
Every Monday at 10 p.m., and on
Sunday afternoons at 3:30,The Goon Show
presents the art of "Goonery" and stars
Peter Sellers, Harry Secombe, and Spike
Milligan.
It was not so very long ago, that the
Goon Show burst upon the British listening
public like a volcano. Many adored if, some
abhorred it, but no one ignored it. Such an
explosion could not, of course, be
contained within the shores of the British
Isles. In fact, there are very few places in
the English-speaking world where this
remarkable program has not been heard
and enjoyed.
According to John Sullivan, coordinater
of WEKU-FM, "it is the funniest program
I have ever heard." These programs
illustrate not only the artistry of the three
main participants, but with their fantastic
characterizations and zany humor they
demonstrate the Goon's power to provoke
laughter-with a difference.
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Budget Must Expand
Continued from page 2

Canadian Opera (the last in the Community
Concert series) will come to Brock
Auditorium. The Fifth Dimension are
tentatively scheduled in three weeks on
March 11.
Dr. Nicholas Nyaradi has been
rescheduled to lecture on March 24; Art
Buchwald will lecture on April Fool's Day,
April 1; a group, yet to be announced, will
perform at a concert preceding the
junior-senior prom on April 24; and the
U.S. Army Studio Band will be in concert
on April 27.
It seems feasible that with an initiation
of an additional charge at the door, a
gradual increase in the activity fee, and
perhaps, most importantly, student
SUPPORT of concerts (This means staying
here on weekends, occasionally, when some
sort of entertainment is offered.) that the
caliber of entertainment here has to
improve. It can't get any worse.
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Now On Pass-Fail Basis

Student Teaching Ousts Quality Points
"The old had quite a few
,fau ts that I feel the new hat
partially corrected, although
the new system has its faults
too," said Dr. Craft.
The subcommittee in their
report discussed as one of the
advantages of the new pass-fail
system, the relief of pressures
for a grade.
By relieving the pressures
this avoids any need for the
student teacher to cover hit
Number Increases
lack of knowledge, not admit
he
doesn't know, and not seek
A 63 percent increase in
the number of student needed help. This also avoids
teachers at Eastern from conflict with the
1964-65 to 1968-69 clearly recommended grade and
points to this growing number allows the focus of attention
to be on analytical descriptive
of variables.
Opinions of the new statements. This change also
safeguards the student
system varied. Dr. David L.
Rush, assistant professor of teaching grade from being
viewed as an indication of the
educational administration,
effectiveness of the
said, "We really haven't had
time to evaluate the new form supervision received.
Supervisors Differ
of evaluation." He feels that Co-eds Have Varied Opinion*
The college supervisors the new system needs a years
also have different standards trial before it can be marked
When asked their views on
of evaluation. And not only successful or unsuccessful
student teaching as a pass-fail
do their standards differ but
Dr. Clyde O. Craft, subject, a roomful of coeds
the student teachers are chairman of the department had different ideas on whether
evaluated in different settings of industrial education, felt it would relieve the pressures.
that the new system was
Marcia Weeks, a senior
WALT DISNEY pr^cttMr and classroom situations.
In a college classroom better than the former. Dr. " business education major who
setting, one person (the Craft was both a college will be doing her student
college teacher) has the supervisor and a supervising teaching this semester, said
.responsibility
of evaluating teacher but says that he hasn't that the - very reason she liked
»W*««0*MI
each student in the total worked under the new system. the new system was, "you
won't have the great
competition for grades."
Mary Riley, a senior from
Nicholasville disagrees, "it
doesn't relieve any pressure
because that recommendation is still important."
Some students didn't' like
If ITS QUALITY YOU HILOOKINGFOPt
the new system. When student
teaching under the pass-fail
system, the student receives
only the credit hours but no
quality points to count
toward their point average.
One student commented,
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 11 A.M. TO 9 P.M.
"Of course your credit came
SATURDAY 10 A.M. TO 9 P.M.
in your recommendation but
I really missed the .quality
points." To that another

teaching is taken on a pass-fail
basis the list would tend to be
a little more realistic," said
Dr. Dixon A. Barr, Dean of
the College of Education.
Dean Barr explained that the
majority of the student
teachers would receive A's or
,B's while very f*w Cs were
given.
Under the ne v system a
pass or fail is siown along
with an extensive
1
623-1505
M
recommendation. In other
college courses the major
concern was the "mastery of
1
Only $1* fl D«y on
the content which is only a
of what goes into
Get with the cats who know where It'* at part
the making of a good teacher."
...for fun, muBic and adventure!
Therefore a letter grade of
"A", "B", "C", "D", or "F*
wouldn't show the
WAIT DISNEY,
development of different
abilities to different degrees.

BY JULIA WILLIAMS
News Editor
Those (almost automatic
40 quality points are now
gone for student teachers. A
change to a satisfactory unsatisfactory grading system

group; in this way like
standards can be applied.
However, this differs in a
student teaching situation.
Any one group of student
teachers may be evaluated by
as many different ;;.; -rvising
teachers. Evaluative criteria
may be widely interpreted by
each of the supervising
teachers.

not only brought pro and con
reactions from students,
faculty, and administrators
but a drop in the dean's list as
welL
Student teacher's grades
has "tended to inflate. the
dean's list. Now since student
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" of ESH 449 methods in secondary schools, it
'the presentation of a filmed 10-minute
actual teaching experience to be later viewed
and criticized by authorized instructors. -

added, "I think it is really academic year-the spring of
dumb to do 17 hours of work 1968-69 - the sample totaled
and to receive only seven 100 elementary and 100
secondary student teachers.
hours of quality points."
In this study, the GPA was
Some students feel that it
might have helped their raised for some 309 of the
accummulative average but 350 students whose records
they were sure it wouldn't were studied. However, 125 of
hurt it. A few who were going these were raised only as
to do graduate work said they much as .01 to .05 points and
were afraid it might hinder 91 between .06 to 109 points.
The committee reported
their average enough to keep
that
the data suggested that a
them from their choice of
change
from the letter-grade
graduate schools.
plan
to
a P-F record would
When studying the problem
not
seriously
affect grade
of grade point averages, the
point
averages.
committee secured from the
"In fact it nught stimulate
Office of the Registrar the a more
professional attitude
grade point average of a
on
the
part
of any student
random sample of students
who
saw
the
hours
with and without inclusion of as an invitation10to credit
do
less
than
the grade in student teaching.
his best in some courses and
count on student teaching to
Education Majors Sampled
raise his GPA."
The type of evaluation for
Twenty-five elementary
and 25 secondary education
student teachers was also
studied as to the need of
majors were sampled for the
administrators for selecting
spring sessions 1965-1968,
and for the last complete
beginning teachers.
. Descriptive statements of
how the student teacher
carried out various
responsibilities are viewed as
being more meaningful and
helpful in the selection and
$
assignment of beginning
teachers, the commit:
repb

Shirt tale. 7.
How's
happy ending?

i

Si>:

JEAN WAGERS, a history and social
science major, in preparation for her student
teaching, instructs student from Model
before the television camera. A requirement

mmm%

Importance Ranked
This view is supported by a
recent study in which
Kentucky superintendents
(86.5 percent) ranked in order
of importance six items
considered when selecting a
new teacher.
Personal interviews clearly
appeared to be the most
important source of
information by Kentucky
superintendents, with the
recommendation of the
supervising teacher viewed as
the most valid and helpful
means.

The fact that the superintendents view the A
student teaching grade as the::
least significant means, ■:
suggests that no major1
handicap or loss is created by :,
the use of the P-F plan.
Dr. Rush commented, "this o
recommendation becomes-'
part of a student's credentialsfor placements. Students
shouldn't feel that just
because they aren't receiving a - ■
grade for the 10 hours credit ■ i
that it isn't important. This _
will be used more - by a
perspective employer than a J
grade would."
m
At the end of the academic
year another look will be (
taken at the new system and if ..s
needed, changes will be made, j

CLUB-TIVITY
Freshman Dance
There will be an informal
dance sponsored by the
Freshman class after the
Middle Tennessee game Friday
20 from 9:00 p.m. to 1:00
a.m.
.A.t '
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#he Wesley" Foundation^
will sponsor the singing group
Four Sale, from Morehead, at
8 p.m. Friday, February 19, at
the Methodist Student Center. *
Admission will be 50 cents per.
person.
■ -'
Junior Meeting
4
The Junior Class will have a
meeting today at 4:10 p.m. in v
Combs 322.
Seniors To Meet

The Senior Class will have a
meeting at 5:30 p.m. Monday,.
February 22, in the Ferrell
Room.
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Instructional Media
Aids Communication
,

"Communication is our
prime responsibility," said
James S. Harris, director of
Eastern's Division of
Instructional Services.
This communication
includes the operation of an
FM radio station and
production of educational
television programs, both
, primarily public service
oriented. But communication
at a university has another
side: the effective transfer of
knowledge to students.
Eastern established its
Division of Instructional
Services in 1966 to insure the
utilization of audiovisual
television and radio services.
• Emphasis is placed on
supporting the University's
academic program by making
available instructional
materials media and
technology to the faculty.
"The division is an
individual unit like the library,
so all academic departments
have access to our services,"
Harris said. "We feel we are an
integral part of the
University's instructional
»program."
The division has
concentrated its activities in
four, areas: instructional
media, radio, television, and
engineering services.
Equipment including tape
recorders, tapes, record
players, films, projectors, and

cameras are available for
classroom use from the
instructional media section.
Media services offered include
film scheduling, a film library,
instruction for equipment
operationa, tape duplication,
and consultation for media
projects. George Pfotenhauer
coordinates the instructional
media section.
An information retrieval
system is currently being
installed in the basement of
Crabbe Library. Study booths
will be equipped with a head
set, volume control and
telephone dial. By dialing
designated numbers students
will have access to 320
program sources of audio
information.
"It is the first step to more
individualized instruction,"
Harris said. "Audio material
may include recorded lectures,
musical sleections for music
appreciation, speeches. It can
be used for review or remedial
work."
The television production
center provides faculty
members with an oppotunity
to produce television and film
materials to supplement
classroom instruction.
Programs are also produced
for closed circuit television
and. broadcast on the
Kentucky Educational
Television Network.
"This is the second year we

have produced monthly
documentaries for KET,"
Harris said. Fred Killoff is the
station production manager.
Programs for closed circuit
use include video tape films
for departments featuring
special projects and Model
Laboratory School
observations.
"Student workers in
broadcast technology will be
able to obtain practice with
this system," Harris said.
The primary purpose of the
division's radio section is to
provide facilities and
supervision for students in
broadcasting. John T. Sullivan
coordinates the university
station, WEKU-FM, 88.9 on
the FM dial.
WEKU-FM broadcasts 70
hours per week. The main
programming is music,
although one-third of the time
is devoted to public affairs
programs, lectures and talk
shows.
Gene Robbins is chief
engineer of the engineering
services section. This section
maintains equipment for the
Television-Radio Center, the
campus closed circuit
television system and
WEKU-FM. It also operates
equipment for ' videotape
playbacks, television studio
filming and Model Laboratory
School observations.

Prof Edits National Review
Glen Kleine, assistant
professor of journalism at
Eastern, has been named
editor of the College Press
Review by the National
Council of College
Publications Advisers, which
publishes the
scholarly
magazine three times a year.
Kleine, at Eastern since
1967, has helped develop
major and minor programs in
journalism at the university. A
former staff member of the
St. Louis Post-Dispatch, he
has taught and advised school
, publications in junior and
senior high schools. . He
received his B.S. and M.A.
degrees in journalism from the
University of Missouri.
As editor of the Review,
Kle|ne succeeds Dr. Arthur

Sanderson, journalism
department chairman at the
University of South Florida,
Tampa, who resigned for
reasons of health.
The winter issue
includes letters from 12
governors commenting on the
an analysis of

the college press over the past
decade by Melvin Mencher,
assoicate professor at the
Columbia University Graduate
School of Journalism, and
columns on legal problems of
the press, journalism
literature, and community
college journalism.

Full House
Expected For
Western Game
T

Eastern Athletic Director
Glenn Presnell has announced
that an additional section of
381 seats have been placed on
reserve for the Eastern-Western battle slated here Monday
night.
Because of an expected
large student turnout, Presnell
expects no general admission
'or standing room tickets to be
available for this important
Ohio Valley Conference game.
tickets may be purchased
in the Alumni Coliseum
Athletic Ticket Office
weekdays from 8-12 and

, 1-4:30.

Students are urged to get
to the game earlier than usual.

NSF Boosts Sessions

Professor Glenn Kleine

DAYTONA BEACH - WHERE
oe GIRLS in
to BOYS «.
th. ACTION is

BECKY IRVING, Broadcasting major from Lexington,
experiences first hand communication techniques at
WEKU-FM. Students are supervised in "on the air" broadcasts
by instructors, such as Paul S me yak, who is shown with Miss
Irving while she is operating the program board.

planning phase, a case study
of Pike County, and will
conclude with secondary
school and an adult education
course development.
The grant of $45,222 will
provide stipends to help
participants pay for room,
meals, and expenses of the
courses. Lodging will be in
; air-conditioned i dormitories
and meals in cafeterias on
campus.
Those participants who
wish, may receive nine hours
of graduate credit upon
successful completion of the
program. The application of
this credit toward a graduate
degree is subject to the
approval of the appropriate
departmental chairman and
the graduate dean.
The biology institute on
"Cell Physiology and
Microbiology" will be for high
school biology teachers.
Dr. Sanford L. Jones,
professor of biology and
institute director, said the
summer study "will help the

PERSONAL

Overseas Studies To Be Held
Classes are taught in both
English and the foreign
language spoken in the
respective country. Students
do not necessarily have to be
involved with a major or
1
minor in foreign languages and
may take any subject they are
interested in. Foreign study
increases student awareness of
the diversified cultures, as well
as increasing then* own
knowledge of the language.
. Classes taken in foreign
universities are mostly
transf errable back to
American university programs.
Nelson warns, however, that
students should first check
with an accredited school to
see if credits from their
c hosen school are
transferrable.
Eastern has affiliated
,
J studies abroad with El
Instituto Technologico de
I Mbnterrey, Monterrey,
' MSJQCO. This university offers
attcjweek summer session, in
'IlKlne Mdrat*irftends to ' wffich there are six hours of
stay. This will at least provide j credit transferrable in Spanish
the student with a defense in almost any subject area.
EKU is also working on a
mechanism in buying needed
articles or in selecting program for students to travel
in France during the
merchandise.
Without this formal intersession of May 15-June
education, the foreign student 15. Information for this can
will find himself in a situation, be obtained from Dr. C.E.
in which he is virtually Scruggs. Students can obtain
information from brochures at
defenseless.
+ »» + + »»*>»»«> ■»■»■» »«>♦«>» 0 » A

Eastern has incorporated a
"studying abroad" into its
program for foreign language
majors.
Dr. Charles Nelson,
chairman of the department
of foreign languages, said "it is
vastly important for any
student who intends to major
or minor in a foreign language
to study in at least one foreign
country."
This will enable the student
to become more involved with
the culture and society of the
land, as well as provide the
student with an opportunity
to become engrossed in the
language of the country on a
24-hour basis. This differs
from a strict classroom basis,
'in which the student is in class
only 42 hours a semester.
Nelson said that in order to
fully take advantage of the
opportunity, one must have at
least one year j of formal
education in the language that

teacher become more
proficient in the techniques
and methods of cell
physiology and microbiology.'*
The National Science
Foundation will pay the
tuition of teachers attending
the institutes. The
participants, who will buy
their books, may also be
eligible for other stipends and
allowances. Dr. Jone* said.
He said that he will send
application forms' for the
biology institute upon
request. They must be
returned, postmarked by
March 1.
Participants may receive
eight hours of credit toward a
master of science or a master
of arts in education degree.
The general public institute
will also admit 30'high school
science teachers from about
12 central and east Kentucky
counties, selected by
superintendents.
11

CALL

623-6161

Students Go Abroad Abroad

the Department of Foreign
Languages, Cammack 209.
One program that offers
.students a variety of
opportunities for foreign
study is being fostered by the
Schiller College. Schiller
sponsors colleges in Oklahoma
City, Germany, England,
France and Spain. Its classes
for the full academic year
begin November 1, with
participating students leaving
New York on, or about
October 1. The cost varies
from $1400 to $1700. Costs
for the summer session range
from $695 for the 3-week
music session in Berlin to
$895 for the seven-week
summer session in Madrid. •,
Eastern's program in
co-operation with the
University of Kentucky
involves a six-week study
program in Monterrey.
According to Dr. Kathleen
Hill, associate professor of
foreign languages, the program
is liberal arts in nature, with
an accelerated program in
Spanish.
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The National Science
Foundation has awarded
Eastern grants totaling some
$130,000 to finance three
institutes for education to be
held next summer, June 14 August 6.
The grants are $45,222,
geography; $44,873, biology;
and $40,000, general science.
The geography institute on
"Regional Appraisal and
Development of Kentucky's
Appalachia," will be for
teachers, administrators, and
supervisors in social and earth
science in grades 7-11.
Thirty participants will be
accepted from Floyd,
Johnson, Knott, Letcher,
Magoffin, Martin, Morgan, and
Pike Counties. Dr. Joseph R.
Schwendeman, Jr., director
said that a number of
openings are still available for
the institute but applications
should be sent to him by
March 26.
The program will consist of
six related 'and integrated
phases. The first three parts
will be physical, cultural and
economic appraisals of the
region, followed by a regional

plus parts
Mechanic on Duty
Open 24 hrs. a day
18hrs. a day
' . I
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Eastern Hosts Raiders, Hilltoppers

SPIRTS

BY JIM KURK
Prop-ess Sports Reporter

•Y JACK MOST
nocmas *»#•« UM

Wake Up Students
In case some of you have not heard Eastern
tripped a strong Murray bunch on Monday night,
82-81, to end its' most successful road trip this
season. And by doing so the Colonels have climbed
back iiito the Ohio Valley Conference title picture
along with league-leader Western and the Racers.
This coining Saturday and
Monday nights will probably
be two of the most important
evenings for any Eastern team
in quite a few years. The
reason is simple. Middle
Tennessee and Western invade
Alumni Coliseum and wins
over both schools are a must.
A loss to either team and..
. .well you can mark the
Colonels off for 1970-71.
At this stage of the season
Eastern seems to be just
reaching it's peak. All the
players have been putting
forth a 100% effort during the
past two weeks. The team has
been playing better as a unit
and the individual feats of
Charlie Mitchell and Daryl
Dunagan, who has broken into
the starting lineup, have been
a great boost to the team.
Everything seems to be
going in the right direction.
That is everything except
the fan support at Colonels'
home games. Perhaps the win
over Murray has put a shot
into the arms of Eastern
students. Maybe now they will
realize what a good team is
representing them and will go
out and show their gratitude
for the remainder of the '71
home schedule.
The team can do only so
much and then it's up to us to
do the rest.
Sure you always hear
someone saying "The game is
won and lost on the court",
but this is not always the case.
Many nights a basketball team
will go out on the floor and
for some reasons things just
aren't going smooth, and then
all of a sudden the crowd
begins to roar and cheer, the
team is picked up and they
pull off the victory.
IThis is only one instance
where a 'large' and noisy
crowd can blow a bam on to
victory.
The Colonels deserve some
recognition. They own a 12-7
record, but this mark is very
misleading because of those
seven losses, Eastern was only
out of the game early on two
occasions. Those two times
were the Dayton and Western
contests.

Let's take a brief look at
the other five losses. First
there was Kansas, currently
ranked fifth in the national
polls, who had a veteran club
and the Colonels had them
down at the half on the
Jayhawks' home floor only to
see that lead evaporate.
Then there was Howard
Payne and Murray. Both high
calibre teams with Howard
Payne one of the top small
college powers and Murray
ranked 17th nationally prior
ot its' loss to the Cononels on
Monday night. Victory slipped
from pasp each time in the
waning minutes.
Weber State and East
Tennessee also followed the
pattern as they rallied to nip
the Colonels. Perhaps if these
games could be played now
since Eastern seems to be
jelling there would be five
more wins on the record.
Turning toward more
brighter things, let's look at
some of Eastern's key wins
this season. First of all there is
Murray. How can we forget
that one? Then comes Virginia
Tech, a winner over Virginia
who downed South Carolina,
and Virginia Commonwealth
who downed the Minnesota*
Gophers, of the Big Ten, one
of the tallest teams in the
country.
So you see, some good
things have come about during
the year, but much better
things lie ahead for the
Colonels.
Everyone, take pride in
your team because your team
has taken a great pride in
themselves.
This is a challenge to all of
you. Give your greatest
support to the Colonels. Let's
not only fill the coliseum for
the Western game, but also for
the Middle and East Tennessee
games. A nice round figure of
8,000 is a reasonable goal
since there are over that many
students enrolled at EKU.
Revive the Eastern
tradition of old, it's not
dead—only asleep and it is up
to you to awaken it..

at Murfreesboro back on
January 11, but that game
represented an exceptional
After pulling off one of thebiggest upsets of the OVC season over Murray on the performance by Eastern. To
road last Monday, the Colonels return to the hardwood this Saturday night at home repeat that score, the Colonels
against Middle Tennessee finding themselves suddenly in a challenging position for must again make a
tremendous offensive effort,
the league title,
because the Raiders are one of
Of course, with the the third place team, East Western. Their next three
the conference's best
conference games, all at home,
i mportant showdown with Tennessee. Their overall mark
defensive teams.
will virtually determine where
Western coming up on is 9-10.
Middle has been greatly
the Colonels finish.
Monday night, the Colonels
As far as Eastern's chance
handicapped
throughout the
If they can win all three,
will have to make a supreme of winning the title or
season
because
of the loss of
they will be only a game out
effort to avoid looking past finishing second in the
Jim
Drew,
a
senior
guard who
of first at the most, with only
the Blue Raiders from Middle, conference this year are
led
the
squad
in
Scoring
last
two road games against
who have been looking good concerned, Saturday's game is
year
with
a
13
point
average.
weaker teams, Tennessee Tech
lately despite a 3-7 conference unquestionably a must. The
Drew has been out all season
and Morehead, left on the
Colonels have now jumped
record.
with an jnjury, and has been
schedule.
The Raiders have won their into third place with three
sorely missed.
The
Raiders
dropped
on
last two league outings, league losses as compared to
Guard Is Strong Spot
88-64
decision
to
the
Colonels
including an upset over then two for Murray and one for
Even without Drew, guard
seems to be the Raiders'
strongest position. Herman
Sykes, a transfer from
Oklahoma, has turned out to
be the team's top scoring
threat this season. The 6 foot
junior is a complete
ballplayer, with excellent ball
handing ability and a sharp
shooting eye. 6-3 senior Stan
Sumrell, a tough defender and
a returning starter,
complements the flashy Sykes
in the backcourt.
Big Ken Riley is Middle's
tower of strength up front.
Last year Riley won All-OVC
honors, and. he has continued
his steady play this season, at
6-5 and a sold 225 pounds,
ranking as one of the league's
best rebounders.
Western Invades Monday Night
Western Kentucky's
powerful Hilltoppers, ranked
7th in the nation in the latest
UPI college basketball poll,
come to Richmond Monday

suffered losses to LaSalle
night to resume once again the
OVC's greatest traditional (ranked 11th nationally),
Murray (ranked 17th), and
rivalry. The Topper's annual
visit is the highlight of Dayton within three weeks,
Eastern's home schedule, and but Monday night they began
usually the outcome of the to snap out of it by
game has important bearing completely annihilating East
on the conference Tennessee.
On the season, Western
championship. Of course, this
stands 16-4, a record which
year is no exception.
Led by their fantastic includes victories over two
All-OVC center, towering teams in the top ten, ,
7-footer Jim McDaniels, Jacksonville (6th) and
Western was supposed to Duquesne(lOth).
McDaniels, OVC player of
dominate the league this year
the
year last season, is a great
and leave the other teams
bet
for concensus
fighting it out for second.
However, Murray has A11-American honors this
presented the Toppers with a season. Recertify, "Big Mac"
stiff challenge ever since become the league's all time
upsetting them by two points leading scorer. His long list of
a few weeks ago, and now the accomplishments includes i
Colonels have climbed into th such honors as two time
All-OVC and team captain
picture by beating Murray.
Right now the Toppers three consecutive years, and
hold a shaky one game edge he owns two OVC scoring
with; a 9-1 conference mark as championships (24.8 his soph
compared to Murray's 8-2. campaign and a school record
Eastern is a close third at 6-3 28.6 last year, 11th best in the and can really turn the race nation).
into a down-to-the wire
McDaniels Leads Scoring ;;•
dogfight, with another big
McDaniels also led the:::
upset. So, as usual, the
Eastern-Western game will be league in rebounding and field ;J
instrumental in determining goal accuracy last year and set ^
a conference record 305 fieldsthe conference title.
goals for one season. This year. :
he is again leading in scoring
Had Torrid Start
After a torrid start, in and percentage, and ranks
which the Toppers knocked near the top in rebounding.
off highly ranked Jacksonville
"Big Mac" is unique as far ;
and finished second , in the
as
seven
footers go because of
Holiday Festival Tournament,
his
phenomental
outside
(narrowly missing a great
ability that has amazed fans
comeback win in the finals throughout his career. He can
over then second ranked hit from virtually anywhere, ,
South Carolina), Western and* is especially deadly with
seemed to go into a tailspin his almost unstoppable 15 to
during the past month. They 25 foot jump shot

Colonels Nip Murray;
Racers Stay For Game
-■•>

BY JIM HOUSE
Progress Sports Reportei

leaving only his five players on
the floor when the two teams
Coach Cal Luther and his collided at Eastern with these
Murray Racers should have same 11 seconds to go in
walked off the floor again protest to a clock malfunction
Monday night with 11 seconds here a year ago.
to go, but they elected this
The pl»y never
Staff Photo by Bobby Whltlock
,
time
tp
play
a
real
regulation
materialized,
however, as
Colonels meet Western in a must game in the
THIS WAS the scene last year as Easterns'
f
game.
'
Eastern's
super
soph Charlie
Ohio
Valley
Conference
race.
Western
leads
Carl Greenfield and Westerns' Jim McDaniels
WltihEasterhttadmg7«-T7, Mitchell shatched the
the OVC with a 8-1 slate while Eastern is *
(44) battled for the opening tip in Alumni
Murray's Gary Steverson in-bounds pass from midair.
two games back with a 6-3 record. Tip-off
Coliseum. The state's, hottest rivalry will
fouled George Bryant, the He was immediately fouled by
time is 8 p.m.
renew itself next Monday night as the
conference's leading free Murray's Hector Blondet.
throw shooter. The clock
•♦Cool Hand Luke"
showed 13 seconds remaining. proceeded to toss in two free
Then something very unusual throws and that was it, even
happened. Bryant missed the though Jimmy Young fired in
by only four tenths of a first of a one-and-one a 30-footer to end the game.
The EKU men's gymnastics England, in the floor exercise,
point" The gymnasts next situation.
team convincingly defeated side horse and parallel bar
Thus ended the Colonel's
home meet will be with the
Georgetown College in dual events. England was also the
Murray's Ron Johnson most successful road trip to
University of Kentucky on
meet competition Friday top scorer in the meet with
date.
Friday evening at 7:00 in the grabbed the rebound and
evening at the Begley 28.45 points.
Started Saturday Night
north gymnasium of the immediately signaled for a
gymnasium. The final score of
Coach
Gene
Gilbert
was
Begley building. In their first time out. Luther, who had
the meet was 77.4 to 55.1
It all started Saturday night
meeting of the year, U.K. guided the Racers to a 17-2
First places in the meet pleased with the victory
at
Austin Peay where the
defeated Eastern's gymnasts record, mapped out the plans
were taken by Don Paulin, especially because "we won
Colonels
blasted the
for what the hosts hoped to
by only 1.5 points. With that
still rings; Kim Charleston, every event except the
Governors
99-72.
Eastern,
oe
a
game-winning
play.
There
kind of competition, every
horizontal bar; and Bill vaulting and we lost that one
leading
22-18,
reeled
off 19
were
now
11
seconds
to
play.
tenth of a point can make the
straight
points
with
Daryl
Luther
cleared
his
bench
of
difference between winning
Dunagan
leading
the
way,
and
everyone,
including
himself,
and losing.

EKU Gymnasts Down Georgetown

Bottom
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Raindrop* Won't Fall On Your Bond
-IF YOU'RE OUR

"CUSTOMER
OF
THE

Freedom of
Choice: That's

the visitors rolled to a 46-29
halftime margin.
Dunagan, on his way to the
best offensive effort of his
career, pitched in 16 points in
the opening
stanza, while
Bryant and Mitchell collected
13 and 11, respectively.
L The second half was nearly
a carbon copy of the first, as
the Colonels practiced up for
the Murray tilt. Bryant,
Dunagan, and Mitchell
continued to fill up the
bucket and big Carl Greenfield
found the range, pumping in
five out of six shots from the
field.
Tom Santel of Austin Peay
had game honors with 27.
points, but Eastern's balanced
attack was too much for the
Govs. Bryant and Dunagan
finished with 23 points apiece
and Mitchell had 22.
Mitchell and Dunagan also
grabbed 13 rebounds apiece.
Greenfield ended up with 16
points and 10 rebounds.
Greenfield Has Hot Hand
Bryant, Mitchell, and
Greenfield duplicated their
performances at Murray.
Greenfield, not known as a
particularly good shooter, hit.
for better than 60 per cent in
the two contests, collecting 29.
points and 22 rebounds for.
the weekend.
Bryant poured in 28 points
at Murray, while Mitchell had.
22. The pair wowed the rabid
Murray basketball fans with
their awesome display of
long-range shooting. Mitchell
hauled down 10 rebounds,
against the Racers.

I

I

I
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After The Game
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tomato; pepperoni; sausage;

Come
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Nearing Combs' 100th Victory

■

Eels Come From Behind To Sting UK

■■

Eastern's slippery Eels
slipped by the University of
Kentucky Catfish 61-52 last
Thursday night at Donald
Combs Natatorium when their
400 yard free relay found
extra strength to bring disaster
to joy for EKD. The Eels,
although capturing 8 of 13
first, trailed until after the
next to last event, twice by 9
points.

The table setters for the
climatic swim came from a
spartan effort by freshman
Rick Murphy, premier fryer
and distance man, and he
snagged 3 first and Super-soph
Scott Gallant's wins on the 1
and 3 meter boards for 25 of
the total 61 points.

The EKU relay squad
'•' posted a 3:13.4, a new pool
and team record, to drop the
old mark from 3:15.4. The
splits: freshman Kevin Miles
:48.5 ( a new team record in
the 100 yd. free with a gun
- start), junior Link Dorroh
'':49.0, senior co-captain Pete
< Reed :48.2 and freshman Bill
Stapleton :48.1. This time
if places EKU 10th in the nation
according to the report of
Swimming World, national

Murphy, shattering.records
as he went, lowered the 1000
free from 10:25.8 to 10:23.9
and bested the 500 yd. free
with a 5:00.2 from a 5:01.5,
both pool and team efforts.
His other first was a cruising
2:03.3 in the 200 yd.
butterfly.
Gallant, 5*3" 130 pounds
of muscle and determination,
brought the SRO crowd to
their feet again and again as he
dominated both boards with
his grace and skill

Murphy Shatters Records

swim magazine.

Todd Bryan finished 3rd in
the 1000 with a 10:31.5
dropping his former 10:35.3
and Dave Baron removed his
2:05.5 in the 200 IM with a
2:04.9
"I knew that if people
could enjoy horse races in Ky.,
they could really enjoy great'
swimming," said Combs.
"They saw it at its finest
tonight. The crowd helped us
when it got tough. Six
hundred screaming people in a
swimming pool have got to get
anyone excited."
This brings EKU season
records to 13-1 and drops UK
to 9-2. This was Combs' 98th
victory since he became
full-time coach in 1963. His
teams have only lost 19 times
during that time. The enviable
100 mark can be reached next
Friday, Feb. 19 at 4:00 at
EKU as they entertain Indiana
StateUniversity, who earlier in
the year beat UK.

"Murphy was untouchable,
Gallant superb, the relay team
unbelievable, and there aren't
enough superlatives for the
boys that carried the rest of
the load. Ron Holihan has had
bad knees for 2 weeks but
sailed to the number one spot
in the 200 yd. breast .stroke.
Kevin Miles although
weakened by the flu couldn't
wait to swin and' freshman
Wilson Myers put the clincher
to the Cats in the 1000 and
500, swimming behind
Murphy for a big 1-2 finish in
both. Jay Chantey and Pete
Reed, our captains, by their
excellent leadership and water
work all contibuted to the
winning edge.
UK Sets Records, Too

UK set three of thenvarsity records and one pool
record when John Tex
smashed the 200 back stroke
standard from 2:03.3 to 2:03.
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Dunagan, Nicknamed'Bear',
Helps Colonels ■ o Jell

BY DOUG VANCE
Progress Sports Reporter
If Daryl Dunagan had been
born 25 years earlier, he might
have been a legend in the
game of basketball. He fits
right in with those muscular
forwards who were short on
ability and strong on desire.
Capitalizing on strength, these
men rarely shot from over five
feet from the basket and when
they drove for the hoop, it
was like trying to stop a Mack
Truck. And despite their lack
of ability they seemed to
always get the job done. The
same holds ture for Dunagan.
This is probably why his
teammates bestowed him with
the name "Bear"
The shy but likable
Dunagan is currently a starting
Staff Photo by Thorn** D. RMdall
forward for the Eastern
JUNIOR FORWARD Daryl Dunagan (14) soars for the Colonels. His main assignment
basket in a game earlier this year. Dunagan, who stands 6-5, is getting rebounds and
has found a starting position in an unfamiliar role. He has playing defense.He leaves the
always been a center during his basketball career. Coach Guy scoring to men like George
Strong credits Dunagan as being one of the forces that has Bryant, Charlie Mitchell and
caused this team to jell.
Carl Greenfield, ' and
'
.V, i, !.. Hi,..,. .
J!_ '. I
'!'
■ ' ■ II' '!■'
.IJ-iJ-iJ!. rrvr'- concentrates on those aspects
of tbe^game.that have Wtfffi"
the Colonels in their most
recent outings.
1

The burley Monticello experience he is gaining is
native believes the team is starting to pay off.
starting to roll. An impressive
Position Is New
two game win streak over *e The .forward position is
Austin Paey and Murray are jjfcw to Dunagan having played
good indications the Colonels center in high school and his
are reaching a peak. Dunagan first year at Eastern. Coach
says the key to the recent
believes he is still in
good showings has been the Strong
the
learning
stage.
Colonels' defense. Head coach
Teammate, George Bryant
Guy Strong agrees with points out that Dunagan gets
Dunagan and is quick to point the ball out real quick on the
out the contributions that fast break and has been a real
Dunagan has made.
big asset to the Colonel cause.
"1 think his play has helped
Dunagan has come to
us to jell, and given us that realize what his job to the
solid fifth starter." Strong team is, and he knows what
noted, "One of the most effort he has to put out.
significant thinas that has led
For a man who doesn't
to our -improvement is his
defensive play and" board shoot real well, is not a good
ball handler, and appears to be
play."
Against Murray, Dunagan lacking in graceful moves,
held star sophomore, Les Dunagan sure does receive a
Taylor to 12 points. Against lot of pats on the back. Maybe
Austin Peay he scored a career the "Bear" is in the right time
high of 23 points, giving period for basketball after all.
strong indications that the At least, he's not complaining.

Eastern's wrestling team
continued its winning streak
by defeating Anderson College
18*13. Anderson, a perennial
power in college wrestling,
was the sixth victim of the
„ Colonels this season as
opposed to five defeats.
' Dick Lowenstine started
the action by scoring a 13-4
decision over Henry Wilk in
118 pound class. Larry Barts
tied the score to three all by
outscoring Bill Froman 5-4
and giving the visitors three
points.
4 Dan Nettles of Eastern and
Don Myers of Anderson
fought to a 0-0 tie. This gave
each team two points.
Anderson went on top for the
fttW time when Doug Griffin
won by a 3-1 decision over
Mick Nickson.
*
However, Marvin Alstott
knotted things together again
by scoring three points over
hit opponent, Paul Honken.
The score remained tied after
Butch Mitchell of EKU
wrestled to a 3-3 tie with Bill
Isenhour. Eastern went out

front when Chris Reeder
defeated Bill Greer. The score
became locked again when
Neil Guminski out-scored
Doug Johnston.
Joe Nflffput Eastern out
front to nay when he won by
decision over Anderson's Mark
Davis. Randy Randolph
padded the score with the
only pin in the match. He
pinned his opponent in 6:15
for five team points.
Eastern's next home meet
(also the last meet for the
season) will be this Saturday
at 2 o'clock in the Coliseum
against an earlier opponent,
the University of Chattanoga.

Wants To Be A Winner
This is the role Dunagan
enjoys best. Upon enrolling at
Eastern he set no individual
goals. He just hoped the team
would be a winner.
Said Dunagan, "Winning
the OVC add getting a little
team recognition is what I
would rather see, more of a
team thing than individual
goals." Dunagan and his
teammates made a big step in
attaining recognition as they
knocked off nationally 17th
ranked Murray. For Dunagan
it was only the first step.
"That was a big win. You
kind of ride high for awhile,
but you come back down and
realize you have a game
coming up to get ready for."

Saturday's victory over UK, Murphy was one
of the prime targets for praise. He broke the
1000 yd. free record with a clocking of
10:25.8 and bested'the S00 yd. free with a
5:00.2 mark.
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Wrestlers Have Last
s Home Meet Saturday

Staff Photo by Sam Lynn

EASTERN'S COACH Donald Combs
has some words of praise for his prize
freshman catch Rich Murphy. Murphy has
qualified for the NCAA finals and breaks his
own records every time he goes out. In last
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To All Students

Senate Categorized

Independent Study Open

Continued from PU« •

the confusion over the
election of class officers which
was eliminated by Pratt's veto
and the subsequent decision
to let the classes conduct their
own elections beginning next
year, except for student
senators and the freshman
class officers.
Pratt continued with his
neutral list to include, the
Student Rights Conference
which was proposed "lies
dormant in the minutes of the
Senate" and the suggestion
made by the Student Senate
concerning the extension of
tr# period of time between
classes was rejected by the
administration and "put under
what I call the 8-Year
Feasibility Study."
It was explained that the
"8-Year Feasibility Study"
means that occasionally
someone in the administration
will remember the suggestion,
mention it casually to a friend
in one of the elevators in the
Jones Building, and maybe
even "dream about it".
>

Unfavorables Listed
Pratt named the list of
unfavorable decisions not any
longer than the favorable and
neutral lists but said that it is
certainly a great deal more
serious.
The pedestrian walk-way
over the By-Pass from Keene
Hall to the main campus
which "we have yet to see
such a necessary safety
precaution under
construction. We have been
told that such things cost
money."
Pratt continued, "What we
do realize is that it costs
money to build other, less
important, things. It is
entirely possible that some
day some young man will be
killed crossing the By-Pass on
his way to sit on one of those
new millstones in the Ravine."
The proposed Campus
Beautification 'Board,
suggested by the Senate was
next on the list. "Our
suggestion that we ought to
have a voice in how much
money is being spent on
campus adornments and

embellishments was flatly
refused by the Board of
Regents."
Pratt continued, "...it
would rather conduct its own
eradic program and build
more little circles of brick and
concrete in the Ravine."
Change Rejected

are in danger.
Pratt gave an example of
how the President could use
his powers. "An event as
harmless, and indeed,
constructive as last year's
Kent State Memorial Service
and the subsequent march
could be declared an
emergency resulting in
unforeseeable danger for the
participants."
There were major issues
which Pratt felt have been
"hashed and rehashed to the
point of saturation."
"It suffices to say that this
University is still backward
enough to continue a policy
of mandatory ROTC. All we
need mention is that thfc
institution remains naive
enough to maintain a strict
curfew on women's hours.
And what a laugh it is to
believe that the students on
University committees are
representative of the student
body when President Martin
still screens all of our
nominations for final
confirmation or rejection."

Another rejection listed
which Pratt said was on the
light side was the request that
the starting time of the
Campus Flick be changed
from 7:30 to 8 p.m. He said
that this was also placed under
the "reliable 8-Year
Feasibility Study".
Third on his list fell the
fact that the Faculty Senate is
going to require that students
have written or oral
permission in order to attend
their meetings in spite of
student outcry against the
measure. "In fact the letter of
protest from the Student
Senate concerning the matter
was never read or even
mentioned when the
ridiculous matter passed in the
faculty legislature's last
We Have Hope
meeting."
"We are not without hope,
"One could get the
however."
Pratt mentioned!
impression that they do not
want us around," Pratt the ad hoc committees in
continued. "But all of the existence to evaluate four
detriments I have just specific areas; two of them,
presented are nothing the committee on ROTC and
compared to a single action women's hours, which are
taken by the Board of Regents currently in session.
Pratt summed up the state
at the beginning of the year."
"President Martin, you will of the Association by saying,
recall, was granted by the "the State of the Association
Board sweeping powers in today, February 16, 1971, is
time of 'campus emergency'. somewhat vague, somewhat
The powers granted to the disgusting, and certainly
President include the right to somewhat indecisive. Today
exclude anyone he desires we are arrested in the act of
from the campus, the ability becoming, frozen for a
to summon the city and state moment Tomorrow, inspite
police, etc. and make him a of all our adversaries, we must
virtual dictator in such a push on."
When asked if he thought
situation. Even more ominous
is the fact that it is left to the the state would change, Pratt
President to determine when said, "it won't change until
an emergency situation exists; not only the students become
thus, not only is the power aware and involved but the
given to him practically administration must become
unlimited in such a situation more concerned and receptive
but he also can determine to student opinions. Before
we have blamed the students,
when he may use it."
"I suggest to you that our but the administration must
rights as students and citizens show definite actions."

Staff Photo by Marianne ROM

JIM PRATT, President of the Student
Association, relays to listening students the
points outlined in his 'State' Address. Pratt

declared that an "8-Year Feasibility Study"
must be put into effect at Eastern, and that
a new legislative assembly be established.

ROTC Faces Deadline
Continued from pane 1

Rowlette said that the
of just the freshmen," student association survey
Rowlette said.
would be considered during
Earlier in the year, a the course of study. As for the
petitioning drive led by Chuck open meetings of his
Kelhoffer, president pro-tem committee to allow students
of the student senate, revealed to voice their opinions,
that of 1250 men of various Rowlette said that such an
classifications, over 80% idea had not been discussed
favored the implementation of by the committee.
a voluntary program at
The gathering of the
Eastern.
attitudes of the freshmen will
be the responsibility of Dr.
Ned Warren, director of
1
health, physical education,
Continued from page 1
There seems to be a general recreation and athletics. His
trend among those in the co-chairman will be Mark
older dorms on campus, and Cowman.
A "look at financial
on the other hand, students
living in the newer dorms. The implications of the ROTC
older dorms on the campus program" will be the subject of
seem to have either a problem a sub-committee by Dr.
of over-adequate or Charles Gibson, associate dean
under-adequate heating units. of the college of eduction, and
Thermostats, which give a student member Don C.
choice of from 60 degrees to Meadel
Dr. Clyde Lewis, dean of
90 degrees, seem to solve the
problem in the newer Central University College,
dormitories. The problems will head the committee that
with dust seem universal, and will "look at the quality of
the filters in the heaters the ROTC program." Danny
receive the blame from Fannin will serve as
co-chairman.
students.

Students Hot.

The members of the
committee were approved by
Dr. Robert Martin almost one
month ago. Remaining
student members are: James
L. Fields, Randall Jay
Honeycutt, and Charles R.
Long.
The remaining faculty
members of the -committees
are: William H. Beige,
professor of history; Rodger
S. Gunn, assistant professor of
political science, and A.L.
Whitt, Jr., professor of
biological science.
'

Colloquia
Continued from page 1

then informed so that it can
direct new people desiring to
become part of the clusters.
The topics for this year are
listed in this issue of The
Progress to be voted on by
those who wish to participate
in Colloquia by no later than
5 on Monday, February 22.
There is space provided for
other suggestions of topics.

BY BONNIE GRAY
Staff Reporter
Independent study classes
are becoming more and more
in demand at Eastern. Not
only are they, offered on the
graduate and upper division
levels but they are also
available for under classmen as
well.
The program is very
diverse. It is basically divided
into two major catagohes:
ind e pe ndent- non-specialized
and independent-specialized.
Most courses available,
however, are on the graduate
or upper division level
Offered this semester on
the undergraduate level are
English 101 writing lab, Mrs.
Doris Sutton, and social
science 246 and 247, Mr.
Collin Boyd.
The English 101 writing lab
is part of a remedial program
designed for students who
have weak backgrounds in
grammar and writing skills.
Students receive credit for
English 101 even though they
may take the course for two
semester's.* At present
approximately 1 SO students
are enrolled in this course.
This type of freshman
composition course is new,
but, Mrs. Sutton, the lab
instructor, believes that the
advantages far outweigh the
disadvantages. It is possible
that this method in teaching
freshmen English will be
extended to English 102.
Under this method, if the
student is getting low grades

in one unit he may keep at
until he makes a grade that he
desires: there is more
student-teacher contact: and'
the student procedes from
unit to unit at his own rate.
The lab is under the general
direction of Dr. John' M»
Long, freshman composition
chairman. Mrs. Sutton hasj
been given complete freedom
in registering and scheduling
students, as well as Ug
organizing the course itself.
This is the sixth term thai::
social science 246 and 247.
have been offered as
independent study courses. :£
In social science 246 a
student must complete seven;
units, or in social science 247'
he must complete eight units
w ithing two se mesters.
■ '•}
A worksheet is given fojr
each unit and the student it
only required to attend class
to take a test for each unit. -[:
If the student completes
his work early in the semestersthen he is finished with the
course and does not have 6$
do any additional work.
Mr. Boyd said that thj*
type of class is excellent for
the student who can get out
and accomplish the work£
however, it is not suited for
the student who can not take
it upon himself to get the;
work done or to come in to
take the exams.
There are also courses:
available which deal with
specialized problems ofc
projects on an independent
study level. This semester such
••••••••••••••••••a* courses are offered &i<
Check the topics you favor
•
and return by S Monday.
• agriculture, home economic*;
nutrition, food, and food
Indonesia ad Infinitum
administration, industrial:
Hippies-Red Necks
and Us
. education, and various other;
Change With/Without Violence # departments. Other course*:
White/Black Racism
•
Super natural-Fact or Fad
• are available on the graduate
Conscience versus Social
• level.
.j-'
and Political Reality
Dr.
Thomas
Stovall,
Vice
The American Oream-ls
President, academic affairs, is
it a Nightmare?
Jesus Freaks
in favor of independent study:
History Now
classes; however, he realizes
The Power Structure at EKU
Psychology-The manipulation
that this type of program if:
of Minds
not for every student. He said*
self Expression In the Arts
that the responsibility of
I s t here Morality In Politics?
Helpl-lncome Tax
learning should .be placed on
Is religion relevant?
the student himself because in
Ecology
Astronomy
jf
life, outside of the campus, he
Russian Studies
will be on his own.
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UNIVERSITY
Come In And Shop At lour Leisure
Note That The Rush Is Over

BOOK STORE
HOURS 8-6 Mon. - Thur.

8-5 Fri.

8-12 Sat.

